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The essays in this book are the revised versions of papers originally written for a Colloquium 

held in 1990 in commemoration of Alan Turing and the fortieth anniversary of the publication 

of his influential paper on ‘Computing Machinery and Intelligence’. 1 

The collection covers four topics: The Turing-game, the notion of Artificial Intelligence, the 

Church-Turing thesis and finally a group of four essays on new horizons beyond Turing. In his 

fine introduction Peter Millican guides the reader into each of these topics and presents the 

main questions and positions taken in each contribution. 

While most of the contributors agree that one nowadays must go beyond Turing, they give 

different answers to the question why? So, the reader is both given a chance to choose among a 

variety of proposals for making up the legacy of Turing as well as of some of the ways which 

might lead beyond. What he is not given however is a more direct and explicit analysis of 

Turing's own work. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/thpl20/current
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/thpl20/18/4
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Most close to this comes Blay Whitby who gives a short historical sketch of the reception, 

and impact of the Turing game presented in the Mind-article from the appearance until 1990. 

Whitby argues that the article was a source of inspiration for the AI research until 1966 but 

then led into a blind alley both for the AI-research in the years between 1966-1973 and for later 

philosophical analysis of the questions concerning the human mind, intelligence and physical 

machines. In respect to the blind alley-argument he is in a way in accordance with J. R. Lucas 

who recapitulates - and comments several reactions to - his original »Gödelian« argument 

against the idea of intelligent mechanical devices in his now classical paper ‘Minds, Machines 

& Gödel’.2 

While these accounts leads to the conclusion that a way beyond Turing should be found in 

certain mistakes either in Turing’s papers or in the later reception, most of the authors seem 

more inclined to go beyond Turing because of later theoretical achievements - whether in 

cognitive science (Robert M. French, Donald Michie, Ajit Narayanan), in the theories of 

measurement (Chris Fields) in mathematical theory on the Church-Turing thesis (Antony 

Galton) on complexity (Iain A. Stewart) on chaos (Joseph Ford) or in theories of grammar-

based reasoning as opposed to formal reasoning (Peter Mott).  

Compared to those Robin Gandy seems rather lonely in his painstaking attempt to discuss 

and restate - a moderated - idea of intelligent systems within a framework close to that of 

Turing. However, Gandy is also sceptical to some of Turing’s more radical claims on AI, 

claims which in this book are only represented by the great master of GOFAI, Herbert Simon.3 



In the last article Clark Glymour even adds to the divergence by suggesting that Turing’s 

theories could form a basis for a renewed mathematics of discovery. 

Obviously, it would take more than one person to evaluate each of these indeed very 

different suggestions for a route beyond Turing. It’s nice to know they are there and there are 

much of interest in the various articles. However, there are also relevant themes and questions 

which are not considered. In a book titled ‘Machine and Thought’ one might expect the notion 

of a machine to be analysed more closely, not least because this is the theme to which Turing 

for sure contributed with new insights while his reflections concerning the mind and thought 

are of a more dubious and speculative - although thought provocative - nature. As he admitted 

in the Mind article ‘.... I have no very convincing arguments of a positive nature to support my 

view. If I had I should not have taken such pains to point out the fallacies in contrary views’ (p. 

454).  

Maybe the authors pay only little attention to the notion of machines because they either 

adhere to the idea that a mathematically defined Turing machine is completely equivalent to the 

universal computing machine (the physical machine necessary for the mechanical processing of 

a mathematically defined Turing-machine) or to the idea that the latter only differs from the 

former because it is restricted to finite physical conditions while the former is not. However, 

there is another and in many respects even more important difference to take into account since 

the mathematically defined Turing machine can only be processed mechanically if the 

mathematical (or any other formal) expression is converted into another representational 

structure and physical format,  i.e.: into an alphabet consisting of a finite set of semantically 



empty letters which can be sequenced and manipulated individually and quite independently of 

whether a sequence of steps is supposed to represent a formal rule. 

While a mathematically defined Turing-machine is bound to the principles of formal 

systems there can be no such restriction for a universal computing machine. Thanks to Turing 

the reason is nowadays very simple: If you want to build a machine which enables you to 

process any possible formal finite procedure, you need to build a machine which operates 

completely independent of any such procedure including any specific formal rule. Otherwise it 

would deprive the machine of its universality.  

This is not only of relevance for the understanding of the properties of modern computers 

(which can be used both to process formal expressions and to manipulate texts and pictures for 

which there is no formal syntax and quite independent of the content) it is also of critical 

relevance for evaluation of legacy of Turing’s ideas on computing machines and intelligence. 

What Turing demonstrated in 1936 was basically that any finite formal procedure could be 

converted into a standardised which could be processed in a purely physical and mechanical 

way.4 

If this demonstration is correct this is a complete reduction of formal theory of finite 

procedures to mechanics. But it is not a demonstration of a transaction in the opposite direction 

from mechanics to formal procedures and there is nothing whatsoever in the demonstration 

which could form the basis for the idea that such a mechanical machine by its own means 

would ever be able to produce neither formal procedures nor other kinds of intelligent results.  



Maybe Turing took a first step to close the gap between machines and thought, but it was the 

easy step downward from a class of mental processes to physical representation which can be 

processed in a mechanical way. The heavy step of course goes upwards from a completely 

physical device to mental or even intelligent processes and results. 

It may also be true that human beings are physical systems which are able to generate their 

own means of symbolic expressions and intelligence, but so far there is no idea of how this 

could be the result of physical and mechanical processes.  

One of the reasons for this lack of ideas seem to be that the materialists concerned with these 

questions believe that it can be analysed and eventually solved by the transportation of 

conceptual models rooted in physics into non-physical matters. Such models can be useful in 

many respects, but they are completely inadequate in respect to the riddles of matter and mind, 

since they take that which should be explained - the rise and existence of mental and intelligent 

processes including the capacity to create symbols in the physical universe - for a granted 

precondition. The move of mechanical models from physics into the matters of mind is a move 

by which the materialists convert themselves into mechanical idealists or mentalists while they 

still claim that they are heading for a materialist explanation of the mind. Lucas may be right in 

his claim, that this sort of modern mechanist theory is ‘invulnerable but unconvincing’ (p.114) 

when seen from a mentalist position, but it is only invulnerable because he as a non-mechanist 

mentalist leave out the very same question as the mechanist mentalists, namely how a physical 

machine would be able to cause a mental machine? If modern science is right in the as-

sumptions concerning the nature of the physical world (physical processes causes only physical 



results) this is really a hard question, but it is also unavoidable as a consequence of other 

assumptions in the very same science (that there is only one universe and that observation 

within this universe is possible at all). Maybe this is Rhodes, but a jump from a materialist to a 

mentalist mechanical approach will not do. 
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